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New-world
primates such as the marmoset
(Callithrixjac&us) show polymorphism
for the middle- to long-wavelength sensitive
cone pigments.
Each X-chromosome
carries a gene for only one of three possible
pigments.
All
males are thus dichromats,
but some females will be trichromats.
We have investigated
the responses
of cells of
the parvocellular
(PC) and magnocellular
(MC) systems
within animals from a single marmoset
family. The middleto long-wavelength
pigment
of dichromats
was identified
physiologically.
Trichromats
could readily be distinguished
from dichromats
by the presence
of a high proportion
of
red-green
opponent
PC-cells.
The physiological
classification of phenotypes
was confirmed
with genetic analysis.
The pattern of inheritance
was consistent
with current genetic models.
In trichromatic
females,
the properties
of
cells resembled
in detail those of cells from the PC- and
MC-pathways
of the macaque.
In dichromats,
cell responses
resembled
those of trichromats
(except for the
lack of opponency
in PC-cells); PC-cells showed sustained
and MC-cells
transient
responses,
with a lower contrast
gain for the former type. One difference
was that a proportion of PC-cells in dichromats
showed
strong rod input
even at high levels of retinal illuminance.
Thus, in trichromatic marmosets
the presence of two middle- to long-wave
pigments appears to permit the elaboration
of all the physiological
properties
associated
with trichromacy.
[Key words: magnocellular
pathway, parvocellular
pathway, new-world
primate,
marmoset,
color vision, dichromat, trichromat]

Anatomically, the afferent visual pathway of the new-world primate resemblesthat of its old-world relatives. Retinal anatomy
appearssuperficially similar in the two families (Stone andJohnstone, 1981; Leventhal et al., 1989; Ghosh et al., 1994; Martin
et al., 1995). The lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) is divided
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into magnocellular(MC) and parvocellular (PC) layers, within
which eacheye hasseparateprojections,although the lamination
pattern is less apparent and more variable than in macaques
(Doty et al., 1966; Wong-Riley, 1972; Spatz, 1978). Physiologically, cells of the magnocellular(MC) pathway deliver transient
and thoseof the parvocellular (PC) pathway sustainedresponses
(Shermanet al., 1976), as in old-world species.However, behavioral and genetic analysis(Jacobs, 1984; Jacobsand Neitz,
1985; Jacobs et al., 1987; Williams et al., 1992; Hunt et al.,
1993; Jacobset al., 1993) has recently shown that inheritance
of visual pigmentsis quite different in the two families. There
is only one gene coding for a pigment sensitivein the middleto-long (M-L) wavelength region on the X-chromosomeof newworld primates,so that all malesare dichromats.Femalesenjoy
trichromatic vision if each of their X-chromosomescodesfor a
different pigment. Three alleles of the M-L pigment have been
identified in almost every new-world speciesso far studied (Jacobs et al., 1993). As in other species,the short-wavelength(S)
pigment gene is autosomal.
Early attempts to identify the proportion of color-selective
cells in the new-world primate LGN yielded a relatively small
proportion of cells (ca. 15%) with obvious cone opponency (Jacobs and DeValois, 1965).At that time, the existenceof dichromatic animals in the population was not suspected,although
retrospective analysislater showeda much higher proportion of
color-opponent neurons in female animals (Jacobs, 1983). In
view of the recent behavioral and genetic evidence, we have
compared the properties of PC- and MC-pathways in dichromatic and trichromatic representativesof a new-world primate
species,the common marmoset.Two comparisonswere of interest. Similarities between PC- and MC-pathways in trichromatic animalswith those of an old-world primate, the macaque,
may indicate if these cell systems share common features
throughout the primate order. Secondly, a comparison of the
pathways in dichromatic and trichromatic marmosetsmay yield
information asto how thesepathways might be modified by the
presenceor absenceof a secondM-L pigment. In particular, we
wished to ascertainif the PC- pathway in dichromats was like
a “color-blind” version of that in trichromats, or resembled
more the sustainedcells seenin other mammalssuch as the cat.
We have concentratedin theseexperimentson the chromatic and
temporal properties of these neurons; the spatial properties of
their receptive fields remain to be investigated.

The

Some of these results have been presentedin abstract form
(Yeh et al., 1994; Martin et al., 1995).
Materials and Methods
Physiological measurements. Marmosets (C. jacchus) were from a
breeding colony in the Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry,
Gottingen. Most animals derived from a single family. Animals were
anesthetized initially with an intramuscular injection of ketamine (ca.
20 mg/kg), following premeditation with chlorpromazine (ca. 10 mg/
kg). In some experiments, anesthesia was then maintained with isofluorane (l-2% during surgical procedures, 0.2-l% during recording) in a
70%/30% N,O/O, mixture. In later experiments, anesthesia was maintained by intravenous infusion of sufentanyl (14 pg per kg per hour).
EEG and the electrocardiogram were carefully monitored as a control
for depth of anesthesia. Muscular relaxation was achieved by intravenous infusion of gallamine triethiodide (5 mg/kg/hr) together with 1 ml/
hr of dextrose Ringer’s solution. Antibiotic and corticosteroids were
administered intramuscularly. End-tidal pC0, was checked periodically
and kept near 4% by adjusting the rate and depth of ventilation, and/or
by admixture of CO, to the inspired gases. Rectal temperature was
maintained near 37.5”C. The animal was mounted in a stereotaxic
frame.
The eyes were protected by oxygen-permeable contact lenses and
focused on a tangent screen 1.14 m from the animal. Retinal landmarks
were back-projected onto the screen. Their geometry resembled that of
the old-world primate. After muscle relaxation, the optic axes make an
angle of 20” downward relative to the coronal stereotaxic plane, and
the stereotaxic frame was tilted to make the axes horizontal.
Recordings were obtained from the LGN or, on a few occasions, from
the optic tract. Tungsten-in-glass electrodes were lowered into the target
structure through a small craniotomy, which was then sealed. The retinotopic map of the macaque LGN (Malpeli and Baker, 1975) proved
a reasonable guide to retinotopy within the LGN of the marmoset. Receptive fields were plotted on the tangent screen with flashed spots of
different colors. Recordings from the parvocellular laminae were distinguished by low contrast sensitivity and sustained responses relative
to the magnocellular layers, even in dichromatic animals. Electrolytic
lesions were made close to the border between parvocellular and magnocellular laminae to permit later verification of recording sites.
Stimuli were presented through a Maxwellian view system with red,
green, and blue diodes (LEDs) as light sources (modified from Swanson
et al. (1987)). The aerial image of the LEDs was ca. 3 mm in diameter
and was centered in the pupil. The system could be rotated about the
pupil so as to center the stimulus on a cell’s receptive field. The temporal waveforms for the LEDs were generated by a computer through
12 bit digital-to-analog converters. The LEDs were driven by means of
a frequency-modulated pulse train which provided a highly linear relationship between driving voltage and light output. The spectral energy
distribution of the LEDs was measured using a spectroradiometer (model pro-703/PC, Photo Research, Burbank, CA). The dominant wavelengths of the LEDs were 638, 554, and 470 nm. The blue LED was
used mainly for testing blue-on cells. For other neurons, the red and
green LEDs alone were used and calculations for the subsequent analysis were done only for these LEDs. In the standard condition, the
relative luminances of the LEDs for a human observer were set equal
by heterochromatic flicker photometry by an observer whose luminosity
function matched that of the 2” Judd (1951) observer. Mean chromaticity was then 595 nm. Retinal illuminance levels were estimated as described by Westheimer (1966). For the red and green LEDs together, it
was ca. 2000 td but because
of the smaller marmoset eye (Troilo et al.,
1993), the retinal flux per troland is about four times that in humans.
Not knowing how the size of the marmoset’s pupil depends on retinal
illuminance in the wild, we were concerned that the unattenuated LEDs
provided a retinal illuminance greater than normally encountered by
these animals. For this reason, stimuli were usually attenuated with a
IND filter.
Three sets of measurements were usually made on each cell: we
recorded responses to pulse stimuli, responses on changing the relative
phase of the red and green LEDs, and responses to luminance and/or
chromatic modulation as a function of temporal frequency and contrast.
(I) Responses to 200 msec pulses were measured to assess the time
course of responses. Pulses were incremental or decremental luminance
pulses, or redward or greenward chromatic perturbations away from the
mean chromaticity. In the former case the red and green LEDs were
driven in phase, in the latter out of phase. (2) To further assess cells’
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spectral sensitivity and search for signs of cone opponency, we measured responses to sinusoids at a variety of relative red and green diode
phases (Smith et al., 1992). With this stimulus, the relative phase of the
red and green lights is manipulated with their modulation depths being
held constant. Responses were measured at 16 relative phases at intervals of 22.5” at six temporal frequencies. The red LED modulation was
taken
as a reference,
and diode phases described in the text refer to the
phase of the green relative to the red LED. Diode modulation depth
was usually set at 50%, but was set at 20% if from response histograms
saturation appeared to be occurring, or at 100% for some poorly responsive cells. A formal description of this stimulus can be found in
Lindsey et al. (1986), and the way in which cell data can be modeled
based on pigment spectra is described in detail by Smith et al. (1992).
The pigment spectral sensitivities used were derived from microspectrophotometry and corrected for marmoset preretinal absorption (J. M.
Bowmaker, personal communication). From the LED spectra, marmoset
pigment absorption spectra and the human luminosity calibration we
calculated the absorption in each pigment for each stimulus condition,
absorption spectra of the pigments being normalized to a maximum
value
of unity. For dichromatic animals, the dependence of response
phase on relative red and green LED phase for each pigment could be
predicted. As a further check, data were also collected after increasing
or decreasing the mean level of the red LED, when characteristic
changes of response phase are predicted. For trichromatic animals, the
amplitude and phase data provided a direct indication of color opponency, and cone weightings were derived as in Smith et al. (1992). (3)
Responsivity as a function of temporal frequency and contrast was measured, usually at seven to nine temporal frequencies from 0.61 up to 78
Hz (if the cell still responded), and at seven contrasts. Luminance modulation, with the LEDs in phase was employed for all cells, and for
opponent cells responses to chromatic modulation, with the LEDs out
of phase, was also measured. For all sinusoidal modulation conditions,
about 6 set of activity was averaged for each condition, and first and
second harmonic amplitudes and phases extracted.
At the end of the experiment, the animal was killed with an overdose
of barbiturate. A sample of liver tissue was removed for identification
of the visual pigments. The brain was perfused with paraformaldehyde
(4%) and histologically processed for reconstruction of electrode tracks.
Genetic unalysis. Excised liver was minced and suspended in absolute ethanol for approximately 30 min. The ethanol was aspirated and
replaced with a fresh solution for storage. After homogenization of the
tissue in a buffer (25 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 150 mM sodium chloride) and
digestion with proteinase K (400 kg/ml) and 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate (IO kg/ml),
DNA
was isolated
using standard phenol/chloroform
extraction.
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to amplify regions
within exons 3 and 5 of the opsin gene using the following primer pairs:
5’.ATGACGGGTCTCTGGTCCCTG-3’
and S’CTCCAACCAAAGATGGGCGG-3’ for exon 3, and 5’.GAATTCCACCCAGAAGGCAGAG-3’
and 5’-GTCGACGGGGTTGTAGTAGTGGC-3’
for exon 5. Each reaction contained 1 U of Tuq polymerase; 200 ng each of dATP, dCTP,
dGTP, and dTTP; 200 ng of the respective primers, and approximately
200 ng of genomic DNA and a reaction buffer, in a total of 25 ml. The
parameters used for PCR were: annealing at 56°C or 58°C (for exons 3
and 5, respectively), elongation at 72°C and denaturation at 94°C. Thirty
cycles were performed.
Products were viewed after electrophoresis in a 1.5% low mehingpoint agarose gel with 0.5 X Tris-acetate EDTA buffer (0.02 M Trisacetate, 0.5 mu EDTA pH 8.0), by staining with a solution of ethidium
bromide (0.5 kg/ml). It was important to ensure that a single, clear
band was present.
The single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) method used
was based on that of Hongyo et al. (1993). Five microliters of PCR
product (20-100 ng DNA), 0.4 pl of 1 M methylmercury II hydroxide
(Johnson Matthey), 15% ficoll loading buffer (containing 0.25% bromophenol blue and 0.25% xylene cylanol), and 13.6 ml of 1 X Trisborate EDTA buffer (90 mM Tris, 92 mM boric acid, 25 mM EDTA pH
8.0) were mixed, heated to 90°C for 5 min and plunged into ice prior
to loading on to a polyacrylamide gradient gel.
Samules were loaded on to a IO-20% gradient uolvacrvlamide TBE
gel (3j.5: 1 acrylamide to bis-acrylamide): run in i.5 ‘X TBE buffer. A
Stratagene Strata therm Cold power pack and temperature monitor were
used to maintain the gel at a constant 12°C for approximately 16 hr at
400 V. Subsequent to electrophoresis, gels were stained in a 1: 10,000
solution of CYBR green in 1.5 X TBE (Molecular Probes Inc., OR) for
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Figure I. A, Pedigree of marmoset family investigated. Each animal (males, squares; females, circles) is identified by the peak wavelength of the
visual pigment(s) carried, and by a number used for identification in later figures. Unidentified animals are surviving. All animals marked with an
asterisk were subjected to genetic analysis by SSCP. In every case the genetic analysis confirmed the physiological classification. B, Examples of
the band patterns of PCR-generated fragments from exon 5 of the opsin gene after SSCP analysis for a 543 and a 563 nm male and a 543/563 nm
female.
approximately 30 min. Epiillumination was used to view the gels which
were then photographed through a yellow gelatine filter (Kodak).
Results
Distribution of pigments within a marmoset family
Figure 1A shows the pedigree of 15 of the 16 animals studied.
Next to each animal the peak wavelength (543 and/or 563 nm)
for the identified M-L pigment(s) are indicated. In some females,
red-green color opponency was immediately apparent on recording from the parvocellular layers. We assumed these animals
to have been trichromats and they are shown with two pigments.
In other females and all males, PC-cells were without cone opponency, and we assumed these animals to have been dichromats. For each animal, the phenotype was initially determined
through the electrophysiological recordings, as described below.
For all except the two animals without stars, liver samples were
taken for genetic analysis by SSCP, a method that can identify
single nucleotide differences between DNA fragments from their
electrophoretic migration pattern after denaturation. The spectral
difference between the 563 and 543 pigments is determined by
two different amino acid substitutions arising from single basepair substitutions in exons 3 and 5, respectively, of the opsin
gene (Williams et al., 1992), although the alleles that specify
these pigments can be identified by reference to either exon. The
migration of the denatured PCR-generated fragments from the
exon 5 was used to determine the genotype of these animals

(Fig. lB), and the accuracy of this method was confirmed with
animals from a previous study where the absorbance maxima of
the pigments had been determined by microspectrophometry
(Williams et al., 1992). For all 563 and 543 nm animals, two
strong bands were present, and the molecular difference between
the fragments could be clearly seen as band shifts, whereas in
heterozygous 5631543 nm females, four strong bands could be
seen, corresponding to the 563 and 543 nm band pairs. In every
case, the electrophysiological identification of the phenotype
was confirmed. Below, we refer to animals as dichromats and
trichromats based on this electrophysiological and genetic identification, but it should be remembered that these terms refer to
a categorization of color vision rather than a definition derived
from pigment count, genetics or electrophysiology. The riumbers
of each animal are used to identify the source of data in later
figures.
Only the 543 and 563 nm pigments were present in the family.
With a trichromatic female (M6) and a 563 nm male (M7) as
parents, 50% of the daughters would be expected to be trichromats, but this was so for only two of the eight studied. The
pattern in Figure 1 is consistent with the current model for inheritance of pigment genes in new-world primates (Tovee et al.,
1992; Williams et al., 1992), although it should be noted that in
the latter study one animal from one pedigree did show evidence
for a pigment not expected from the model.
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Figure 2. A, Flash responses of an off PC cell and an on MC-cell from a dichromatic female (563 nm) to 200 msec luminance increments and
decrements and redward and greenward perturbations. AI/I for luminance increments and decrements was 0.5. For redward and greenward perturbations Al/I was also 0.5 in terms of diode modulation, with the diodes modulated out of phase. In terms of cone modulation, this results in a ca.
0.039 change for the 563 nm pigment. Cells show sustained and transient responses, respectively. B, Flash response to the same stimuli from a
dichromatic male (563 nm). The cell gave an incremental luminance response but also gave a response to redward and greenward perturbations.
Bars show 200 msec stimulus duration; 6 msec/bin, average of 40 presentations.

Visual responsesin dichromats and trichromats
On lowering an electrode into the LGN, the first recordings were
obtained from the parvocellular
laminae. Responses were usually sustained in both dichromatic and trichromatic animals. On
passage of the electrode into the magnocellular
laminae, cell
responses became much more transient, and contrast sensitivity
increased, as in the macaque (e.g., Kaplan and Shapley, 1982).
With hand-held, flashed stimuli, trichromatic females could often
be distinguished
from dichromats by a degree of spectral selectivity in PC-cell responses, although this was sometimes not obvious. To reliably distinguish between dichromats and trichromats and to assess the strength and balance of receptor inputs,
we measured response amplitude and phase on changing the
relative phase of red and green heterochromatically
modulated
lights (Smith et al., 1992). With this stimulus, the red and green
lights are sinusoidally modulated at a given frequency. The modulation depths are held constant, and their relative phase manipulated. Response amplitude and phase measured with this protocol gives a sensitive indication
of the presence of cone opponency.
In both dichromats and trichromats, blue-on cells with shortwavelength (S) cone input were occasionally encountered (ca.
5-10% of recorded neurons), as in an earlier study (Jacobs,
1983). There was no obvious difference in encounter rate between dichromats and trichromats. Responses of blue-on cells
were similar to those of these cells in macaques (e.g., Smith et
al., 1992; Yeh et al., 1995) and will not be further discussed.
We measured responses of 180 cells from the parvocellular
laminae and 36 cells from the magnocellular
laminae. The position of the recorded cells was confirmed by subsequent histol-

ogy. Retinal eccentricity ranged between 3” and 20”. On several
occasions pre- (S-) potentials were recorded and these were
taken to represent activity of retinal ganglion cell afferents (Lee
et al., 1983; Kaplan and Shapley, 1984). Cell activity often
showed a bursting pattern towards the end of long experiments,
similar to recordings in the cat when hyperpolarisation
brings
about calcium spikes (McCormick
and Feeser, 1990). We then
attempted to record from fibers in the optic tract, identifying
cells on the basis of response pattern. Together with the prepotential recordings, this provided a control that the poor responsiveness in the parvocellular
laminae of dichromats was not due
to a high level of geniculate inhibition.
Each cell was tested with 200 msec luminance and chromatic
pulses to give an indication of response time course and to test for
obvious cone opponency. Figure 24 shows responses from a PCand a MC-cell from a dichromatic (563 nm) female. Pulses were
incremental or decremental luminance pulses, or redward or greenward chromatic perturbations. For luminance pulses, responses of
the PC-cell are more sustained and have a longer rise time to peak
than for the MC-cell. Chromatic perturbations evoked weaker or
no responses, depending on the pigment present. The responses in
Figure 2A were typical of most cells encountered in dichromatic
animals. However, a minority of PC-cells (12%) showed unexpected behavior. An example is shown in Figure 2B. To a luminance increment, the cell shows a sustained on-response. However,
the cell also gave a more transient response to redward or greenward pulses. Such cells were observed at all eccentricities and in
both male and female dichromats. Data discussed in a subsequent
section make it likely that such PC-cells receive input from rods
as well as from the M-L cone.
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Figure 3. A Flash responses of a green on PC cell and an off PC-cell from a trichromatic female (543-563 nm) to 200 msec luminance increments
and decrements and redward and greenward perturbations as in Figure 2. The green on cell gives a sustained on-response to the greenward pulse
and an off response to the redward pulse. The off cell gives no chromatic response. B, Response to the same stimuli from a macaque red-on cell.
A sustained response to the redward pulse is seen. Bars show 200 msec stimulus duration; 6 msec/bin, average of 40 presentations.
Figure 3A shows examples of PC-cells responses from a trichromatic animal. For the cell shown in the upper set of histograms,
there is little or no response to luminance increments or decrements.
To the chromatic perturbations, a decrease to the redward and an
increase in firing to the greenward can be seen, and this response
pattern indicates cone opponency. Most PC-cells in trichromats
showed an indication of cone opponency with this stimulus, but
exceptions were found. An example is shown in the lower set of
histograms in Figure 3A. This cell gave an off-response to luminance stimuli and little response to the chromatic pulses. For comparison, Figure 3B shows responses of a red-on ganglion cell from
the retina of a macaque to the same stimulus. The cell fires in
response to the redward perturbation but gives little or no response
to the luminance stimuli.
Responses of PC- and MC-cells in both dichromatic and trichromatic marmosets thus showed sustained and transient responses respectively, as in old-world primates. In trichromats, responses to redward or greenward pulses were usually similar to
those found in macaque red-green PC-cells. MC-cells in trichromats
displayed transient, broad-band spectral sensitivity as in the macaque.

Measurementof spectralsensitivityin dichromats
The protocol in which the relative phase of the red and green diodes
was varied was used to identify the M-L pigment present in dichromats. A detailed description of the paradigm is given in Smith
et al. (1992). Both the 543 and 563 nm pigments absorb light from
both the red and the green LEDs. Both cones will show the greatest
modulation amplitude when 8, the relative phase of the green relative to the red LED, is zero. However, the 543 nm pigment absorbs preferentially from the green LED and the 563 nm pigment
from the red LED. When relative diode phase is varied, response
phase thus provides a signature by which the pigment can be identified. From the cone spectra of the 543 nm and 563 nm pigments
(J. Bowmaker, personal communication)
prediction of cone re-

sponse amplitude and phase as a function of relative diode phase
may be made for each of the three pigments using the equations
(1)
and

P5hlphil,c
= =ctanI&,,,sin Wh

+ &3~icos@I.

(2)

These are obtained by vector combination of the 563 nm cone
responses to the red and green lights and are taken from Smith et
al., 1992 (their Eqs. I and 2). P561amp
and P5h3phs,c
are amplitudes
and phase of the 563 nm pigment response to the green (S,,,,) and
red (S,,,,j lights as a function of 8. Similar equations are written
for the other two pigments. If it is assumed that the cell response
is linearly related to the cone response, then Equations 1 and 2 can
be used to predict cell behavior directly. Figure 4 shows the relationship between cell response phase and relative diode phase expected for each pigment, with the relative levels of the diodes set
at a match according to the human 2” luminosity function. Individual points represent phase values for which calculations were carried out and at which measurements were performed.
The slope and shape of the relationship is dependent upon the
pigment present. The red diode phase was used as the reference
and so is constant. The 563 nm curve has a shallow slope because
this pigment absorbs most light from the red diode. The 543 nm
pigment absorbs most light from the green diode, and the relationship is steeper. The 557 nm curve follows an intermediate course.
If the spectra of the pigments are known, this method of identifying
the pigment present has advantages over a flicker photometric
method. Fits of data to the theoretical curve are determined by a
number of points where responses are vigorous rather than a single
null value around which responses are weak. Secondly, response
phase is often a more stable measure than response amplitude.
Figure 5 show amplitude and phase data for two on-center PCcells, one from a 543 nm male, the other from a 563 nm female
dichromat. The upper panels show response amplitude as a function
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Figure 4. Theoretically derived phase templates for the three possible
visual pigments. The phase of the green light was changed relative to
the phase of the red light; 0” represents in-phase modulation of the lights
and -C180” counterphase modulation. Based on the cone spectra and
allowing for preretinal absorption, response phase was predicted as a
function of relative diode phase using Equation 2.

of relative diode phaseand the lower panelsshowresponse
phase.
Response amplitude was maximal with the diodes in phase (0”) and

minimalwhen in antiphase(1SO”).This is typical of a cell lacking
opponency(Smith et al., 1992).The phasetemplates(Eq. 2) have
been fitted to the data by translatingthem vertically, usinga least
squarescriterion. A reasonablefit wasachievedin eachcase.Some
divergencebetweendata and prediction can be seenin theseand
subsequentfigures, usually for points where amplitudewas low.
However,thesewerenever suchasto call the pigmentidentification
into question.Response
amplitudedata were fitted with Equation
1 using a single scaling parameter.Again a reasonablefit was
achieved.
We performedtwo further testsof the validity of this analysis.
In Figure6 are shownamplitudeand phasedatafrom an off-center
MC-cell from a 563 nm dichromaticfemale,at three temporalfrequencies(1.22, 19.5, and 39.5 Hz). If the shapeof the phaserelation is a reliable signature to identify a given cone pigment, then

on changingtemporal frequency responsephasewill change,but
data shouldstill be fittable with the sametemplateby shifting its
ordinateposition.This can be seento be the casein Figure 6, where
the phasetemplatewas shifted on the ordinateto obtain the best
least-squares
fit for each frequency.The sameamplitudetemplate
hasbeenfitted to eachsetof amplitudedata, usinga singlescaling
parameter.Both the amplitudeandphasefits capturemostfeatures
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Figure 5. Responses of PC-cells from 543 (off cell) and 563 nm (on
cell) dichromats on changing the relative phase of red and green modulated lights. The top panels show response amplitude as a function of
relative diode phase. Both cells show a similar pattern. The bottom
panels show response phase. Each set of phase data is characteristic for
the pigment involved. Solid lines for the phase data show phase templates translated on the ordinate to obtain best least-squares fits as described in the text. Solid lines for amplitude data were fitted by scaling
the amplitude template. Data were acquired with 50% diode modulation
at 2.44 Hz, averaged over 6 sec.

after increasing
or decreasingthe meanred LED level. Decreasingthe red LED level haslittle effect on the phasetemplate,
sincethe greendiode already dominatesthe response.Increasing
the red LED level brings about a shallowerslope to the curve,
sincenow the red light beginsto be significantly absorbedby the
pigment.Equations1 and 2 can be modified by multiplying S,,,,
by the appropriatefactor and amplitudeand phasetemplatesgenerated.The solid curves are least-squares
fits of thesetemplates,
data

Female

563

nm dichromat

(M5)

of the data.

Figure 6 alsodemonstrates
that phasedatafrom MC-cells were
similar to those from PC-cells in dichromatic

animals with the same

pigment,as can be seenby comparingthe data from the 563 nm
dichromatin Figure 5 with thosein Figure 6. The transientresponse
of the MC-cell resultsin a more vigorous responseto 19.52 Hz
than to 1.22Hz.
In a secondtest of the validity of the analysis,the meanlevel
of the red diode was altered(keepingpercentagemodulationconstant)andmeasurements
repeated.The phasedatachangein shape.
Amplitude andphasedatafor a PC-cellfrom a 543 nm dichromatic
male are shownfor three levels of the red LED in Figure 7. The
left panel showsamplitudeand phasedata at the setting for the
standardhuman observer (red = green). The other panelsshow

Figure 6. If the phase template is a reliable means of identifying the
cone pigment, then its shape should be independent of temporal frequency. Response amplitude and phase from a MC-cell from a dichromatic, 563 nm female are shown for three temporal frequencies (1.22,
solid squares;
19.5, solid triangles;
and 39.0 Hz, open squares). For
the phase data, solid lines are templates shifted on the ordinate to attain
a least-squares fit. With increasing temporal frequency, the data and fit
templates shift downwards due to the phase delay in the response. For
the 19.5 Hz data, the phase data show some advance around 8 = 0,
probably due to the phase advance associated with contrast gain control.
Amplitude data have been fitted by scaling the predicted amplitude
template.
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Figure 7. Confirmation of pigment identification by changing the intensity of the red LED, leaving modulation depth constant. Data were obtained
from a 543 nm dichromatic male. Three levels of red light were used, the standard setting, and 0.6 and 5.0 times the standard setting. Changing
red LED level has a minor effect on the amplitude template, but can have a major effect on the phase template. Solid lines show templates predicted
by scaling the appropriate parameter in Equations 1 and 2 and fitted to the data. Open symbols show phase values at which response amplitude fell
below 8 imp/set. These were not used in the fits. Data were acquired with 50% diode modulation at 4.88 Hz, averaged over 6 sec.

again achieved by shifting the phase template vertically and using
a single scaling parameter for amplitude. The templates provide a
satisfactory description of the data. In the phase plots triangles
indicate points for which amplitude fell below 8 imp/set. Phase
measurements then became unreliable, and these points were not
used in the fits. The data are consistent with the predictions from
Equations 1 and 2. With the 563 nm pigment, characteristic changes
in the phase and amplitude templates are also expected on changing
the red LED level, and these were confirmed experimentally.
The analyses shown in Figures 5-7 were characteristic for PCand MC-cells recorded from dichromats, and enabled us to determine the pigment of any given animal. However, those neurons
from dichromatic monkeys with responses to chromatic pulses as
shown in Figure 2B showed more complex behavior with the
phase-varying stimulus. This is illustrated in Figure 8. The data
points show amplitude and phase measurements for the cell of
Figure 2B at four of six temporal frequencies tested. The curves
are fits of a model described below. At 1.22 (not shown) and 2.44
Hz response phase and amplitude were consistent with the 563 nm
pigment present in this animal. At higher temporal frequencies the
relative diode phase of the response minimum begins to alter, and
this is associated with a change in the shape of the phase relationship. As discussed in Smith et al. (1992), changes of this sort require an interaction between two pigments; they cannot be generated through, for example, center-surround interaction with just one
pigment. In particular, a change in slope of the phase relationship
as a function of temporal frequency indicates a change of spectral
sensitivity, since the ratio of the effectiveness of the red and green
LEDs must be changing. Since the animal only had one cone pigment in the M-L range (563 nm), we considered the possibility of
rod-cone interaction. If the cell received excitatory signals from

both the 563 nm cone and rods,
to the cone signal might bring
this possibility, data were fitted
oped by Smith et al. (1992).
Cell response phase, R,,,,,,
Ramp are given by
R amp = wPs63imp)2

a rod response delayed with respect
about the effects observed. To test
with a variant of the model develand relative

response

amplitude,

+ (( 1 - WProdmJZ

+ Ah3 - Ad1”-5
+ cos(ps6s,ha,c - Prodphihe

(3)

and

Rpharc= arctan

+ ( 1 - W)Pn,damDsin(Plodphilac+ ckd 1
WP4h3i,mpCO~(~563pha\c
+ 4S6S1

’

(4)

i + (1 - W)ProdampCOS(Pmdpharc+ 4mJ 1
are given by Equations 1 and 2. Since
where P563amp
and PsOsphitsc
only the green light is absorbed by the rods to a significant
extent, Prrdamp is a constant and was set to unity and Pmdphs,c=
8, the phase of the green LED. W, &Xr and $md are free parameters. W is a weighting
term (the absorption spectra were normalized to the same height for the calculations)
and the other
two terms represent the actual phase of the cone and rod inputs
as expressed in the ganglion cell response. These parameters
may depend on temporal frequency; the equations only refer to
a single frequency. Phase rather than amplitude data were fitted
(Smith et al., 1992) using a nonlinear
regression procedure
(IMSL). In the majority of cases fits were satisfactory, for the
cell shown in Figure 8 and for other neurons.
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rather than differenced. The lag of the rod behind the cone signal
increased with frequency in an approximately linear manner,
with a slope of 12”/Hz, which in terms of a latency difference
would be about 33 msec.This is similar to the value estimated
for the difference betweencat rods and cones(Troy et al., 1993).
The data and fits in Figure 8 support the hypothesis that a
proportion of PC-cells in the dichromatic marmosetLGN receives significant rod input even at the relatively high retinal
illuminance in the present experiments.This contrasts strongly
with data from PC-cellsin the macaquewhere rod input, if present, is usually weak and only evident at scotopic levels (Virsu
and Lee, 1983; Virsu et al., 1987; Purpura et al., 1988). Also,
in every caserod and cone signalsappearedto add rather than
entering into an opponentrelationship.
Cone opponency in trichromats
The phaseprotocol provides a ready meansfor detecting cone
opponency and assessingcone balance.If a cell receives opponent input from two cones, then there is a responseminimum
when the lights are in phase (0”; correspondingto luminance
modulation) and a responsemaximum when the lights are out
of phase (180”; corresponding to chromatic modulation). Responsephasechangesrapidly near 0” instead of near 180”, as
was the case for dichromats. In macaques,red-green opponent
cells respondin a characteristic way to this stimulus (Smith et
al., 1992). Trichromatic animalscould be readily identified with
this stimulus since cone opponency was immediately apparent
in most cells in the parvocellular layers. However, somecells
appearedto be dominated by either the 563 or 543 nm cone.
Responsesof thesecells were difficult to distinguish from those
of PC-cells in dichromats.
Data of a typical opponent cell, classifiedas a green-on,are
shownin Figure 9, for four of the six frequenciestested.The solid
curves are fits of a model. In contrastto the nonopponentcells of
Figures 5-7, at low frequency there is a maximum responseto
chromaticmodulation(180”), with the cell firing in phasewith the
greenlight. Thereis a minimumresponseto luminancemodulation.
The minimumresponseis associatedwith a rapid phasetransition.
With increasingfrequency, the relative diode phaseof minimum
responseand the phasetransition shift away from 0” to negative
values.This behavior is very similarto that of green-onopponent
cells in the macaque,in which it is attributableto a frequencydependentphasedifferencebetweenthe opponentconeinputs,consistentwith a center-surroundlatency~differenceof a few milliseconds(Smith et al., 1992).
We fitted cell responsesusing the full version of the PC-cell
model in Smith et al. (1992):

.
.
fJ7
-90
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Diode Phase (deg)

Figure 8. Amplitude and phase data from a PC-cell from a 563 nm
dichromatic male for four different temporal frequencies. The position
of the amplitude minimum and the shape of the phase data are frequency dependent. This indicates interaction of two visual pigments.
Data were modelled using Equations 3 and 4 described in the text. We
hypothesised that the 563 nm pigment was interacting with rod signals.
Fit parameters were; 2.44 Hz; 1.0 (W), 5.7” ($,,,) - deg(&,); 4.88 Hz;
0.60 (W), ~49.0” (+,,,) 173.6” (c&,~); 9.76 Hz; 0.39 (w), -136.4” (&)
-267.0” (+,,); 19.76 Hz; 0.35 (w), -256.1” (&,,) -472.1” ($,,,). The
rod input at 2.44 Hz was too weak to be measured. Amplitude templates
have been fitted using a single scaling parameter. Other details as in
earlier figures.

and
The values W, &, and &,, derived from the phasefits were
inserted into Equation 3 and the amplitude function scaledto
give the best least-squaresfit. The amplitude fits in Figure 8 are
satisfactory consideringthe parameterswere derived from phase
data, and demonstratethat the model is behaving in a reasonable
manner.Fit parametersare given in the figure caption. The rod/
cone weighting was low at low frequency, and data at 1.22 and
2.44 Hz could be fitted assumingonly input from the 563 nm
cone. Weighting increasedat 9.76 and 19.52 Hz. It was apparent
from the analysis that rod and cone signalshad to be summed

WP563ampsin(Ps63phasc
+ Ad

1

+ 45543)
Rphasc
= arctan + (1 - W)P54311mpsin(P543phase
WP563amgCOS(P563phase
+ 4563)
.

(6)

+ (1 - W)P543a*“pCOS(P543phase
+ 45543)

Equations 5 and 6, which describe responseamplitude and
phase,are identical to Equations 3 and 4 except that the PrOdamp
terms have been replaced by P543amg
and P543phase,
and Prodphase
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Figure
9. Amplitude and phase data from a green-on PC-cell from a
543-563 nm trichromatic female for four different temporal frequencies.
There is an amplitude minimum and abrupt phase change near 0” (luminance modulation) at low temporal frequencies. The position of the
amplitude minimum and the shape of the phase data are frequency
dependent. This indicates an interaction of the two cone pigments as in
the macaque. Data were modeled using Equations 3 and 4 described in
the text except that the 543 nm cone was substituted for the rod terms.
Fit parameters were; 1.22 Hz; 0.40 (W), - 166.6” (&,?) 16.1” (&,,);
4.88 Hz; 0.39 (W), -219.1” (&,,) -39.0” (+,,,); 9.76 Hz; 0.41 (w),
-317.2”
(+,,,)
-133.3”
(&,J;
19.76 Hz; 0.41 (W), -479.2” (+,,,)
-278.1” (&,J Signals for the 563 nm inhibitory cone are delayed
relative to the 543 nm cone by ca. 1 deg/Hz. Amplitude templates have
been fitted using a single scaling parameter. Other details as in earlier
figures.

which were derived for the 543 nm pigment from Equations 1
and 2. The equations represent a vector combination
of the 543
and 563 nm cone signals. Again, we chose to fit the phase data,
adjusting the three free parameters, W, &,?, and +543. to achieve
the best least-squares fit. The amplitude data was predicted using
these three fitted parameters using a scaling factor. As in Figure
8, a satisfactory fit of phase data was achieved at all frequencies,

and the parameters from the phase fits capture the amplitude
data. Fit parameters are included in the figure caption. The data
and fits in Figure 9 closely resemble results from green-on cells
in the macaque (Smith et al., 1992; Fig. 3). For example, the
amplitude minimum has shifted by ca. -90” by 19.52 Hz, within
the range for macaque cells. Red-on cells also closely resembled
macaque data, with a shift of the amplitude minimum toward
positive values of relative diode phase.
Of 32 PC-cells studied with the phase protocol in trichromats,
25 showed indications of cone opponency (80%). For neurons
in which opponency was weak or absent, the model was not
well constrained by the data. In order to obtain cone weightings
for these cells, we permitted only in or out of phase cone signals
and restricted the analysis to low temporal frequencies. Figure
10 shows the distribution of cone weightings for the cell sample.
Cells have been grouped according to the fitting parameter, W.
Higher values indicate greater weight for the 563 nm pigment.
With the normalization
used, the cone weights required to give
no response to luminance modulation
(at low frequency) was
0.41. Weightings observed distribute around this value, as in the
cone weighting distribution in macaques (Smith et al., 1992; see
Fig. 120). Cells have been grouped into red on, red off, green
on and green off categories, based on the response to luminance
modulation
and the direction of the cone opponency. Red on
and red off cells tend to have larger values of W than green on
and green off cells, although there is considerable
overlap in the
distributions.
This is also the case in the macaque. For the cells
in which no opponency was apparent, it appeared that one or
other cone dominated the cell response, that is, cells’ phase data
resembled that from dichromatic animals and could be fitted by
the appropriate template. These cells are also represented in Figure 10 as “On” and “Off” cells with cone weightings
(I&‘) of
0 (543 nm pigment) and 1 (563 nm pigment).
MC-cells from trichromats also showed features seen in macaque MC-cells. One of these was a frequency-doubled
response
to chromatic modulation. This is illustrated in Figure 11A. Spike
density tracings are shown for an MC-cell to 9.76 Hz luminance
modulation,
to which there is a vigorous response, and to 9.76
Hz chromatic modulation. The relative intensities of the red and
green lights had been adjusted to minimize the first-harmonic
response. A response at twice the stimulus frequency is seen. In
the macaque, this second-harmonic
response appears to be due
to a nonlinearity
of M- and L-cone summation (Lee et al.,
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Figure II. A, Responses of a MC-cell from a trichromatic animal to
luminance and chromatic modulation at 10 Hz. Two cycles of response
are shown. To chromatic modulation, there is a response at twice the
modulation frequency. This behavior is similar to MC-cells of the macaque. B, Amplitude and phase data for a MC-cell at two frequencies
as a function of relative diode phase. At low frequencies, the phase of
least response is in the red-leads-green region. As frequency increases,
the phase of least response moves closer to 180”. This is again similar
to MC-cells of the macaque. Other details as in earlier figures.

1989a), since it is absent to modulation along a tritanopic confusion line.
Changing the relative phase of the red and green lights reveals
in MC-cells of the macaque a shift of the relative phase of minimum response away from 180” at low temporal frequencies. As
frequency is increased, the relative phase of minimum response
moves toward 180”, as expected from an achromatic cell (Smith
et al., 1992). This behavior was also observed in trichromat marmoset MC-cells and is illustrated in Figure 11 B. Amplitude
and
phase have been plotted as a function of relative diode phase at
two temporal frequencies. At 2.44 Hz, the relative phase of minimum response is shifted away from 180” toward the “red-leadsgreen” condition, and this is associated with a rapid change in
response phase. At 19.52 Hz, the relative phase of minimum
response has shifted toward 180”. These effects are similar to
those seen in MC-cells of the macaque (Smith et al., 1992; Fig.
lo), in which this behavior appears to originate through a chromatic, opponent input to the receptive field surround. Modeling
this behavior requires a more elaborate approach, and was not
attempted for the data in Figure 11 B, in which the points have
been connected with straight-line
segments.
We conclude that LGN cell behavior in trichromatic marmosets
resembles in many respects that observed in macaques. The interaction of opponent mechanisms in cone-opponent cells appears to
be similar, with a center-surround delay of similar size to that observed in the macaque. Also, a frequency-doubled response to chromatic modulation was found in MC-cells of the marmoset as in
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Figure 12. A, Response amplitude and B phase as a function of luminance contrast for a MC- and a PC-cell from a dichromatic 563 nm
female at three temporal frequencies (1.22 Hz, circles; 9.76 Hz,
squares; 19.5 Hz, triangles). Responses have been fitted by Naka-Rushton functions. The MC-cell shows indications of response saturation and
phase advance with increasing contrast, probably indicative of a contrast
gain control mechanism. This is especially apparent at 9.76 Hz. The
PC-cell is less responsive with a more linear contrast-response relation
and no indication of phase advance. C, Contrast gain as a function of
temporal frequency for the two cells shows the MC-cell to be more
responsive.

the macaque, and the shift in the MC-cell response minimum away
from 180” at low temporal frequencies also appears similar in macaque and marmoset. However, the presence of a significant fraction of achromatic cells within the parvocellular layers has not been
observed in macaque recordings.
Cell responsivity

as a function

of temporal

frequency

For 58 PC- and 17 MC-cells, we also recorded responses to
luminance modulation
as a function of contrast and temporal
frequency. In trichromatic
animals, the response to chromatic
modulation was also recorded. Figure 12 shows data from a MCand a PC-cell from a dichromatic
animal. To ensure that the
temporal response of the cells were not modified by LGN inhibition, the data shown were acquired from an S- or prepotential (the PC-cell) and a retinal afferent from the optic tract (the
MC-cell).
However, the pattern of response from LGN relay
cells was similar to that shown. Figure 12A shows the amplitude
of the first harmonic as a function of contrast at three temporal
frequencies (1.22, 9.76, and 39.02 Hz). For the MC-cell, especially at 9.76 Hz (solid squares), response amplitude increased
rapidly as a function of contrast to saturate at a contrast of about
20%. In Figure 12B, response phase has been plotted against
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Figure 13. A, Response amplitude as a function of mean cone contrast
for chromatic (triangles) and luminance modulation (squares)
for a
cone-opponent PC-cell from a trichromatic animal. Responsivity is
greater to chromatic modulation. This can also be seen in the contrast
gain curves in B.

contrast for those responsesfor which the first harmonic amplitude exceeded 8 impfsec. An advance of responsephasewith
increasing contrast can be seen in the MC-cell, which is especially apparentat 9.76 Hz. This rapid responsesaturationaccompaniedby a phaseadvance is characteristicof the operation
of a contrastgain control (Shapley and Victor, 1978). In the PCcell, responsivity as a function of contrast hasa much shallower
slope and there is much lessindication of responsesaturation.
No phaseadvance with contrast is present. This difference between PC- and MC-cells is very similar to the macaque(Benardete et al., 1992; Lee et al., 1994; Yeh et al., 1995). The amplitude data in Figure 12A were fitted with Naka-Rushtonfunctions (Naka and Rushton, 1966), shown by the solid lines. The
initial slopeof thesefunctions gives a measureof contrast gain.
This is plotted as a function of temporal frequency in Figure
12C. The MC-cell showsa band-passfunction with a peak sensitivity about a factor of ten greater than for the PC-cell. This
difference in contrast gain resemblesthe difference in responsivity between MC- and PC-cells of the macaque(Kaplan and
Shapley, 1986; Lee et al., 1990), but it is unexpected that it
should also apply to thesepathways in dichromatic marmosets.
Figure 13Ademonstrates
the relationbetweenfirst harmonicamplitude and conecontrastfor a PC-cell afferent (recordedasa prepotential)from a trichromaticfemalefor luminanceand chromatic
modulationat 9.76 Hz. The abscissais expressedin termsof the
meancone contrastfor the 543 and 563 nm cones.For luminance
modulationcone contrastsare identical in the two pigmentsand
100%contrastcan be achieved.For chromaticmodulation,we used
equalmodulationdepthsof the two LEDs. The equivalentof the
luminosityfunction is unknownfor the marmoset,but counterphase
modulationof the LEDs is likely to have provided an effective
chromaticstimulus.For chromaticmodulation,it is appropriateto
interpretresponses
in termsof the conemodulationevoked by the
stimulus.In the old world-primate,peak absorptionsof the middle
and long wavelengthconesare further apart than for the 543 and
563 nm pigmentsof the marmoset.In relation to the dominant
wavelengthsof the LEDs used,this resultsin lower cone contrasts
beingachievablefor the 543 and 563 marmosetpigmentsthan for
the old-world primate pigments.For the 543 nm pigment,maximummodulationdepthwas33% andfor the 563 nm pigment16%,
resultingin a meanof 24.5%. Greatercone modulationdepthscan
be achievedfrom the macaqueconepigmentsusingthe sameLEDs
(Smith et al., 1992).After cell responsivityhasbeenscaledby this
factor, the responseto chromatic modulationof the opponentPCcell in Figure 13A can be seento be much more vigorousper unit

of conecontrastthan for luminancemodulation.This behaviorresemblesthat of M-L opponentcells of the macaque(Lee et al.,
1993).Data have beenfitted with the Naka-Rushtonfunction. Cone
contrast gain is plotted as a function of temporalfrequency for
luminanceand chromaticmodulationfor the cell of Figure 12A in
Figure 12B. Cone contrastgain is much higherin the latter case.
Thesedata show that the similarity betweenthe PC- and MCpathways of macaqueand marmosetextend to the difference in
contrastgain betweenthe two pathways, and to the presenceand
absenceof contrast gain control in MC- and PC-cells respectively. This appearsto be the case for both trichromatic and
dichromatic animals.
Discussion
Recent interest in vision in new-world primates has centered
around the inheritance of the pigment genes.It has been suggestedthat either trichromacy evolved separatelyin new-world
and old-world families or that it evolved in old-world primates
from an ancestral,new-world pattern through gene duplication
(Hunt et al., 1993). It is remarkablethat so many propertiesof
the PC- and MC-cells of trichromatic old-world primates are
also presentin trichromatic marmosets.Since the first explanation would require parallel evolution to accountfor the similarity
in retino-geniculate physiology between trichromatic old and
new-world animals,the presentdata favor the latter explanation
for the origin of old-world trichromacy; that is, from a previously establishedpolymorphism.
The physiological and anatomicalconsequencesof this polymorphismremain to be fully explored. Since the presentresults
suggestthat in trichromatic marmosets(and presumablyin other
trichromatic new-world primates) PC- and MC-cell responses
closely resemblethose in macaques,the retinal machinery associatedwith trichromacy mustbe fully expressedif two middleto-long wavelength pigmentsare present.Nevertheless,the present resultscontain somepuzzling features.
If the new-world primaterepresentsa first step toward the developmentof full trichromacy as in old-world primates,then presumablysomeancestorpossessed
only a singlepigment gene in
the middle-to-longwavelengthrange.It is unknownif this ancestor
possessed
parvo- and magnocellularpathways,but it seemslikely
given the prevalenceof thesesystemsin modern primates.One
hypothesismight be that male new-world primates,as obligatory
dichromats,shouldshow the anatomy and physiology of this ancestralform, but this seemsunlikely. Anatomically, it appearsthat
the midget, parvocellular ganglioncell systemis very similar in
dichromaticand trichromatic marmosets(Martin et al., 1995). If
the midget ganglioncell systemhad developedas an aid to cone
specificity in color opponency(Shapley and Perry, 1986), then it
is uncertainwhy it shouldbe presentin both dichromatsand ttichromats.On the other hand, if the parvocellular systemhad developed as an aid to precisespatial vision (WBssleand Boycott,
1991),low responsivityand sluggishresponses
might be a disadvantage. It is possiblethesepropertiesmay reflect anotherfunctional requirement,suchasthe derivation of an achromaticbrightnesssignal(Valberg and Seim, 1991).In any event, trichromacyin
new-world primatesdependson the inheritanceof two X-chromosomeswith pigment genesdiffering in only a few basepairs
(Williams et al., 1992).Nevertheless,when expressedin the cone
mosaic,the two pigmentsthen appearto be ableto invoke a retinal
organization,suchasopponentresponses,
characteristicof trichromatic old-world primates.How this may occur is an intriguing
developmentalquestion.
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In this article we have termed animals dichromats or trichromats based on physiological criteria, the number of pigments
being confirmed by genetic analysis. This is an inference, since
the terms refer to an animal’s behavioral capacity for color vision. Nevertheless, all current evidence suggests that di- and
trichromacy and the presence of one or two long-wavelength
pigments are firmly linked in new-world primates (Tovee et al.,
1992; Jacobs et al., 1993).
Confirming an earlier report from another new-world primate,
the owl monkey (Sherman et al., 1976) cells of the parvocellular
and magnocellular systems of marmosets showed sustained and
very transient responses, respectively. In this respect, the two
systems resemble those of the old-world primate. This similarity
extends through other features of the cells’ responses, for example, the presence or absence of a contrast gain control. Without more evidence, however, it would be premature to assume
too great a homology. There may be differences in organization
between of the visual pathway between new- and old-world primates (e.g., the lack of ocular dominance columns in new-world
animals; Hendrickson et al., 1978), and the organization of parvocellular and magnocellular systems may turn out to differ, for
example, with respect to rod input.
PC-cells from trichromatic marmosets showed much higher
contrast gain to chromatic modulation than to luminance modulation, after correction for the cone modulation evoked by the
stimulus. This has also been observed in the macaque (Lee et al.,
1989b). The peak absorptions for the marmoset pigments differ
from those of old-world species, such that with the red-green
modulation used a smaller cone contrast signal is available.
Although in many respects the physiology of PC- and MCcells in trichromatic marmosets appeared similar to that of the
macaque, we did observe a proportion of PC-cells without cone
opponency. This was not obviously dependenton retinal eccentricity. Although in the old-world monkey some early reports
suggestedthe presenceof achromatic cells in the parvocellular
layers (Wiesel and Hubel, 1966), quantitative studieseither involving chromatic adaptation (de Monasterio et al., 1975; Padmosand van Norren, 1975)or modulation in a color space(Derrington et al., 1984; Lee et al., 1987) have concurred in finding
very few if any PC-cellsin the macaquewithout cone-opponency. Such cells in the marmosetmay reflect an additional PC-cell
class. On the other hand, it is possiblethat in the new-world
primate cone distribution in local retinal regionscould be patchy
due to X-chromosome inactivation during cell division for the
receptor mosaic.This possibility hasbeenextensively discussed
with respect to human carriers of genes for color deficiency
(Born et al., 1976; Nagy et al., 1981; Jordanand Mollon, 1993).
Then, it might occur that a PC-cell receptive field contained
cones of only one pigment type, forcing the ganglion cell to
become nonopponent.Comparisonof properties of cells with
neighboringreceptive fields would be of interest, but with LGN
recordings, receptive fields of successivelyrecorded cells were
too far apart to be able to make suchcomparisons.
The low contrast gain to luminancemodulation in PC-cellsof
dichromats was unexpected. In PC-cells of the macaque,low
contrast sensitivity to luminancemodulation hasbeen attributed
to cancellation of opponent cone signals,since when expressed
in terms of cone contrast, PC-cell sensitivity to chromatic modulation is not much inferior to MC-cell sensitivity to luminance
modulation (Lee et al., 1990, 1993). We tested a number of
marmosetcells with luminancemodulation of spotsof different
sizes, and it did not appear that the poor responsivity was due
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to surroundinhibition of a center response(Jacobsand Yolton,
1970). Neither did it appearthat poor responsivity was due to a
high level of inhibition within the LGN, since similar data were
obtainedfrom S-potential or optic tract recordingsas from LGN
relay cells. It was also noteworthy that most PC-cells in both
dichromats and trichromats were unable to respondto frequencies much above 30-40 Hz. MC-cells respondedto higher frequencies(50-80 Hz).
The incidence of cells with S-cone input was not obviously
higher in dichromatic than in trichromatic animals.We had considered the possibility of an increase in the number of blueyellow opponentcells in dichromats,reflecting an expansionof
this opponent system when red-green opponency was absent.
This did not occur, consistentwith the finding that this pathway
is anatomically quite distinct from the midget system (Dacey
and Lee, 1994), precluding its expansion into the midget cell
population. In dichromat PC-cells with rod input, it was also of
note that the rod input was always synergistic to the center response,rather than entering into an opponent relationship.
The presenceof significant rod input in somePC-cells in the
dichromatic marmosetis a marked difference to PC-cells of the
macaque,especially in view of the high retinal illuminancesemployed in the presentexperiments.In extensive recordingsfrom
macaquePC-cells using the phaseprotocol, we have never observed responsessuch as those in Figure 8 (B. B. Lee, V. C.
Smith and J. Pokorny, unpublishedobservations)and weak rod
inputs could only be detected below cone threshold, in accordance with other data in the literature (Virsu and Lee, 1983;
Virsu et al., 1987; Purpura et al., 1988). In the marmoset,the
strength of rod input was variable and not obviously associated
with retinal eccentricity. We do not know whether the cells in
which rod input was demonstrablerepresenta separateclassor
the extreme of a continuum. The latter alternative seemsmore
likely, since there is no anatomicalevidence for more than one
classof midget-like cells in the retina (Ghosh et al., 1994), and
rod input readily can be revealed in many marmosetPC-cells at
low light levels (J. Kremers,personalcommunication).The presence of cone opponency in trichromatic animalsmade any additional input from a third, rod, pigment difficult to detect, and
the extent of rod input in trichromats remainsuncertain. In any
event, a difference in retinal organization for rod signalsmay
exist between old and new world primates.The only nocturnal
primate speciescomes from the new-world (the owl monkey),
and the strong rod input to marmosetPC-cells may be an indication of ancestraladaptationto a more crepuscularexistence.
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